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Summary: Lost, unreturned, and damaged books are a significant problem for Extensive Reading 
programs. Ebooks are about to emerge as an affordable alternative library for ER that solves these 
problems. When educators or institutions publish ebooks, they can be copied, shared, and never 
need to be returned. This will be a practical presentation showing teachers how to create and 
distribute ebooks with stories they and their students wish to share and learn from. The main focus 
will be on adapting existing Open Content, but can also be applied to original writing projects.

Abstract: Printed, bound books on paper have long been a powerful tool for language teachers and 
learners. As wonderful as books are, they do have limitations, including: physical infrastructure and 
distribution, relatively fixed content, durability, and cost.

Ebooks can address these issues, but their usefulness has been limited by the cost of associated 
hardware, lack of support or even outright opposition from publishers, problems with digital rights 
management, and a lack of appeal to readers who want a "real book". All of these are changing. 
Teachers who attend this presentation will learn about  the real and practical benefits of ebooks for 
ELT teachers and students and how to achieve them. Examples will come from the presenter's 
experience adapting public domain genre fiction into accessible graded readers with headword 
counts of around 800-1,100 words.

A combination of ever-cheaper and increasingly common hardware, free software, and openly 
available or individually created content allows anyone to publish ebooks to support Extensive 
Reading. The same tools can support class publishing projects or other types of books at little or no 
cost.



Personal note: My first ever paid employment was shelving books at the Lenox Public Library, 
Lenox, Massachusetts, from around 1977-79. I started at 0.25 USD per hour and ended at 0.50 USD 
per hour. I was a slave to books and still am.



Anyone who knows me, knows I still have far too many paper books. The ebook revolution was 
supposed to make more room in my home and office, but it hasn’t worked out that way.



Write

Create

Publish

Participants should come away with the tools and knowledge to try these three activities.



Not a way to make money.









My Ideal Reading Experience.
Reading in Lombok on the cusp of the change to ebooks.



But... I was doing it wrong
Loaded a bunch of free books on my iPod Touch and was free to roam. I picked up even more along 
the way on even very slow wifi connections.



Here is a not ideal reading experience.
Why ebook? Loss prevention. Nobody has to return an ebook. Losses not actually quite this dire.



Graded readers as monoculture. This is changing.



Project. Content I wanted. Killer robots. Rip their heads off. Stuff not 
available elsewhere.
Digital means no or low fixed costs and plenty tools to make you look good. I always wanted to see 
my name on a book jacket.



Easy as



However...



Schilit et al. (1999); 
Waycott & Kukulska-Hulme (2003); Fowler & Baca (2010)

Even early on found that fixed layout on paper leveraged spatial memory--much easier to locate 
information. (Schilit et al., 1999, p. 66).
Studies of actual people reading showed weaknesses. Layout tells you where you are and where 
you have been. Backtracking on ebooks more difficult.  (Waycott & Kukulska-Hulme, 2003, p. 35). 
Not knowing where you are in the book can be disorienting. (Fowler & Baca, 2010)



Nuts and bolts



The good old days. Inky fingers.



A modern type tray.
Ebooks are marked up text similar to HTML. They can be edited directly.



A classy looking result.



Edit books just like 
documents

•Open source
•Multi-platform
•Full Unicode
•Full EPUB
•WYSIWYG editing
•Active support

Sigil from <code.google.com/p/sigil>

But much easier.
Advantages: price, control, cross-platform.



feedbooks.com
Advantages: Price, simplicity (with a loss of control), web-based.



library/store



publisher



catalog



statistics



agent





http://itunes.apple.com/us/itunes-u/language-arts-apple-
summer/id455065522                    © Apple Computer



Glenda Baker – glendabaker.net – ASIJ
http://vimeo.com/26101062

http://vimeo.com/26101062
http://vimeo.com/26101062


What about the stories...

Process of Selecting, drafting, re-writing. a text began with browsing available open content until I found a relatively short story which met my 
thematic needs: robots and humans.
Drafting the graded version was similar to translation. I chose not to eliminate any material, but to make the text more readable by adding context, 
rephrasing, restating overly idiomatic phrases, and simplifying structures. At the same time, I made judgements about vocabulary difficulty.





Free genre fiction source
Selecting a text began with browsing available open content until I found a relatively short story which met my thematic needs: robots and humans.
Drafting the graded version was similar to translation. I chose not to eliminate any material, but to make the text more readable by adding context, 
rephrasing, restating overly idiomatic phrases, and simplifying structures. At the same time, I made judgements about vocabulary difficulty.



Must-use site        lextutor.ca
Corpus tools were key at this point. Tom Cobb’s Compleat Lexical Tutor Vocabulary Profiler was indispensable for identifying low-frequency words 
and counting word families.



Analyze your source



Pre: short, authentic, complex

Tokens: 3,172	

Types:	
  856
Tokens/type:	
   3.71
Families:          655
Tokens/family:  4.77
Types/family:	
   1.27





.com

Re-writing: There is no such thing as writing–there is only re-writing. I passed the text through repeated cycles of drafting and corpus tools checks.



Post: longer, semi-authentic, simpler

Tokens: 4,068	

Types:	
  826
Tokens/type:	
   4.92
Families:          599
Tokens/family:  6.72
Types/family:	
   1.36



Hardware...



$399 Autumn 2007 Kindle released

$359 Winter 2009 whoops $299

$189 Summer
2010

Now US$114
or zero



Distribute online through something as simple as a blog, email, or basic link-list website.
CMS LMS is also useful
SAC/Library station.



Calibre – Self-Access Centers
http://calibre-ebook.com/



Calibre – iTunes for books





Advantages...



Mobile...



Flexible...

Easy to update,



Cool?

Easy to update,



Ted O’Neill
Email: gotanda@gmail.com
Twitter: @gotanda
Info: <bit.ly/ERWCebooks>
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